A Fun Personality Test

This is a fun thing to do with a crowd of people, perhaps a dinner party or during a pajama party! There are only 3 questions and the answers will surprise you. Do not cheat by looking up the answers. The mind is like a parachute it works best when it is opened.

• Get a pencil and paper to write your answers.
• Answer each question in order, do not look ahead, and be honest.
  This is an honesty questionnaire, which will tell you a lot about your true self.

1. Put the following 5 animals in the order of your preference.
   • Cow
   • Tiger
   • Sheep
   • Horse
   • Pig

2. Write one word that describes each one of the following:
   • Dog
   • Cat
   • Rat
   • Coffee
   • Sea

3. Think of someone, (who also knows you and is important to you), that you can relate him or her to the following colors. Do not use the same person twice.
   • Yellow
   • Orange
   • Red
   • White
   • Green

Finished? Please be sure your answers are what you REALLY feel... Last chance...
Look at the interpretations below:
**Question #1** - The order that you choose defines the priorities in your life.

- Cow: signifies CAREER
- Tiger: signifies PRIDE
- Sheep: signifies LOVE
- Horse: signifies FAMILY
- Pig: signifies MONEY

**Question #2** - Descriptions

- Your description of dog implies YOUR OWN PERSONALITY.
- Your description of cat implies THE PERSONALITY OF YOUR PARTNER.
- Your description of rat implies THE PERSONALITY OF YOUR ENEMIES.
- Your description of coffee is HOW YOU INTREPRET SEX.
- Your description of the sea implies YOUR OWN LIFE.

**Question #3** - Colors

- Yellow: Someone you will never forget.
- Orange: Someone you consider your true friend.
- Red: Someone that you really love.
- White: Your twin soul.
- Green: Someone that you will remember for the rest of your life.